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QUESTION 1

An entity person is mapped to a table PERSON and has a collection-valued persistence field otherUsedNames that
stores names used by a person. The other used Names field is mapped to a separate table called NAMES. Which code
fragment correctly defines such field? 

A. @ElementCollection (name = "NAMES") Protected set otherUsedNames = new HashSet () ; 

B. @Element collection @ElementTable (name = "NAMES") Protected set otherUsedNames = new HashSet () ; 

C. @ElementCollection @SecondaryTable (names = "NAMES") Protected set otherUsedNames = new HashSet () ; 

D. @ElementCollection @CollectionTable(names = "Names") Protected set otherUsedNames = new HashSet () ; 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/javaee/6/api/javax/persistence/CollectionTable.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Which code fragment correctly defines the detail field that PersonDetail instance in removed if the person instance that
references it is removed? 

A. @OneToOne (optional = false) personDetail detail; 

B. @OneToOne (optional = false) @mapsId PersonDetail Detail; 

C. @ OneToOne (orphanremoval = true) PersonDetail Detail; 

D. @ OneToOne (cascade = ORPHAN _ DELETE) @mapsId PersonDetail detail; 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3
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A session bean business method invokes UserTransaction.setRollbackonly and receives an IllegalStateException.
Under which circumstance can this happen? 

A. The bean is using bean-managed transactions regardless of whether there is an active transaction. 

B. There is no circustance that would cause setRollbackOnly to throw an IllegalStateException. 

C. The bean is using bean managed transaction demarcation, and uaerTransaccion.begin has been invoked. 

D. The setRollbackOnly method is invoked within a bean-managed transaction, and userTransaction.commit has NOT
been invoked. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A developer is creating an entity which is mapped to a table that has a primary key constraint defined on two character
columns and would like to use mapping defaults as much as possible to simplify the code. 

Which two mapping options can be chosen? (Choose two.) 

A. Use an @id property that constructs a private field as a concatenation of two columns. 

B. Use a separate class to map those two columns and use an @idclass annotation to denote I primary key field or
property in the entity. 

C. Use a separate @Embeddable class to map those two columns and use an @EmbeddedId annotation to denote a
single primary key field or property in the entity. 

D. Use a separate @Embeddable class to map those two column and add two fields or properties the entity, each
marked as @id, that correspond to the fields or properties in the embeddable class. 

E. Use a separate class to map those two columns. Specify that class using @Idclass annotation on the entity class.
Add two fields or properties to the entity, each marked as @Id, that correspond to the fields or properties in that
separate class. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

Given the following code: 

Public void create () { 

try { 

doA () { 

} catch (PersistenceException e) {} 

try (doB) (); 
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} catch (PersistenceException e) {} 

} 

Calling method doA will cause an NonUniqueResultException to be thrown. Calling method doB will cause an
EntityExistsException to be thrown. 

What two options describe what will happen when the create method is called within an application \\' uses container
managed transactions? (Choose two) 

A. Method doB will never be called. 

B. The current transaction will continue after doA executes. 

C. The current transaction will continue after doB executes. 

D. The current transaction will be marked for rollback when doA is called. 

E. The current transaction will be marked for rollback when doB is called. 

Correct Answer: CE 
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